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MISSING BOW HUNTER IN FOOTHILLS – DECEMBER 13-14, 2010 
--GREGG RETTSCHLAG 

 
I should have known that deciding to have treatment to take care of a cranky hip on a Monday after-
noon was inviting an end to a long period without a mission.  Right on cue, the text message came in 
at about 9:45 p.m.  I decided to see if they could use base camp help, so off I went to the Compound, 
arriving just as the caravan was heading out but in time to catch a ride with Bill.  Just as we were pass-
ing the Black Cliffs, Bill’s truck started misbehaving (some sort of transmission issue).  Deciding that 
the truck was not up to the climb to Hilltop, we returned to the Compound and moved our gear into 
902.  By the time we reached base camp at the Fish and Game Boise River WMA just past the café at 
Hilltop, Owen had set up as Search Manager. 
 
Our subject was a bow hunter who had been hunting with a friend; the friend was the reporting party 
(RP) and was still on scene.  The two had been in FRS radio contact as they worked south along oppo-
site sides of a ravine, before losing visual and audio contact at around 1530 hours.  The RP alternated 
between searching and waiting at his vehicle before reporting the subject missing to the Ada County 
Sheriff’s Office (ASCO) at around 2025 hours.  Also worth noting is that the area where the subject 
went missing is heavily populated with brush and the subject was of course wearing camo. 
 
Owen deployed three dog teams into the field (Winston with K9 Skadi and Jamie, Kim with K9 Kiwi 
and Tom, Judd with K9 Zora and Michael.)  Bill volunteered to take 902 back up to the café at Hilltop 
to serve as a radio relay between the Compound and base camp.  While the dog teams were able to 
clear strips of high-probability search areas, not much was found of interest to the dogs nor anything 
in terms of additional clues as to the whereabouts of our subject. 
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Francisco arrived at around 0030 hours, so Owen put him together with Lee, who was bouncing 
around in base camp waiting to get into the field.  Everett then turned up with two of his own 
ATVs as well as Bill’s ATV that he had retrieved from Bill’s truck at the Compound.  It was 
fairly certain that all roads into the search area were behind locked gates, but Bill and Everett 
went to scout access points.  Darkness, steep terrain and snow suggested that regrouping in the 
morning would lead to a more effective search.  IMSARU members with other commitments 
for the next day were able to head back to town, with some planning to return the next morning. 
 
Considering the hour (almost 4 a.m.), four of us decided we would be better served catching 
some sleep at base camp rather than taking time to return to town.  We didn’t have access to the 
Fish and Game buildings, so we made do with vehicles and an open-air pole shed for sleep ac-
commodations.  The rain started at about 4:30 and became quite heavy at times, promising a 
cold, wet search day ahead. 
 
Early in the morning of the 14th, a small contingent of IMSARU members arrived to continue 
the search:  Judd, Rebecca (with a very-welcome thermos of coffee sent along by George) and 
Tom (toting a bag full of Egg McMuffins that saved those of us who had stayed the night from 
firing up our camp stoves for breakfast).  Mark arrived a bit later in the morning with a trailer 
loaded with snowmobiles and an ATV.  Adding to the comfort of base camp was the arrival of 
Fish and Game personnel who gave us access to their offices—not only a dry place to work, but 
restrooms and phones. 
 
Owen decided to dispatch into the field a single foot team consisting of Judd, Tom, Rebecca 
and the RP.  The RP left ahead of the IMSARU members, stating that he would be slow and 
wanted a head start in getting to the search area.  Before the IMSARU members caught up with 
the RP, he radioed in a possible sighting of the subject that turned out to be a false alarm.  This 
was followed shortly by a radio call indicating that he had found the missing man and con-
firmed him to be deceased. 
 
ASCO representatives requested that IMSARU personnel relieve the RP as quickly as possible 
and secure the area.  The ATVs were then utilized to move law enforcement investigative per-
sonnel into the area.  Later, Bill returned to base camp to outfit his ATV with a litter in order to 
move the body from the location point to the coroner’s vehicle on Highway 21.  At this point 
there was no longer any need for IMSARU personnel on scene.  After Owen did a few inter-
views with local media, we closed down base camp and packed up. 
 
IMSARU members involved in the mission were Judd Ballard with Zora, Francisco Castellon, 
Winston Cheyney with Skadi, Michael Holloway, Kim Juda with Kiwi, Bill Lindenau, Owen 
Miller (O.L.), Lee Pierce, Gregg Rettschlag, Jamie Simpson, Mark Westerdoll, Tom Wheless 
and Everett Wood.  George Gunn and Charlotte Gunn handled in-town coordination. 
 
    

THANK YOU!  THANK YOU!  THANK YOU! 
   

Boise Agility Runners and Climbers – This gift was designated for the use of our canine team 
and they have purchased two GPS collars which can track exactly where the dogs go while 
searching. 
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FRACTURES AND SPLINTING – TRAINING JANUARY 18, 2011 
--FRANCISCO CASTELLON (MEDICAL DIRECTOR) 

 
At the Tuesday-evening Medical Training we first talked about what fractures are, the basic dif-
ferences between dislocations and sprains and how they can sometimes be mistaken for broken 
bones.  We also discussed some of the signs and symptoms that can potentially alert us to the 
presence of a fracture:  pain, point tenderness, swelling, bruising, false motion, protruding 
bones, etc.  We established that, for the most part, regardless of whether you’re dealing with a 
fracture, dislocation, sprain or strain the acronym RICES (Rest, Ice, Compression, Elevation, 
Splinting) can help you remember the most prudent types of intervention that you can provide 
to your subject. 
 
In the second part of the class we focused on what splinting is and some of the types of splint-
ing devices in use.  Essentially, splinting is just a way of using a stable device to immobilize an 
injured body part.  We briefly talked about formable, anatomic and traction splints.  For field 
use, however, we concentrated more on SAM (rigid) splints because they are much more versa-
tile and compact…and likely to be carried in searchers’ packs.  We all got to practice using 
them on each other in two scenarios, an injured ankle and an injured forearm.  We also played 
with a sling and swathe for additional extremity immobilization.  The most interesting part of 
the class, though, was when Carl demonstrated how to use a SAM splint as a cervical collar.  
Amanda and Byron were kind enough to play “victims” for this scenario. 
 
I would like to thank Judd, Gregg, Rick and Carl for helping out with the class.  We certainly 
have quite a few seasoned EMS folks amongst us and it is great to be able to have the chance to 
soak in some of their knowledge. 
 

NEW TRAINING FOR THE DOGS (AND THEIR HANDLERS) 
JANUARY 23, 2011 

--ANN MOSER 
 
The K9 team had the unique opportunity to train in the Boise Fire Department’s training build-
ing.  Although we rarely get called to do a building search for a missing person, it can happen, 
so it is good to get the dogs exposed to such a scenario. 
 
The building is an old warehouse/mission at Ninth and River streets.  It is set up for firemen to 
train so there are lots of fun places to hide subjects!  Our host, Barb Clark of the Boise Fire De-
partment, first gave us an introduction to how a fireman would search a building.  We talked 
about searching in either a right-hand or left-hand pattern, to assure you are conducting a thor-
ough search and to keep track of where you’ve been. 
 
Kim and Kiwi went first.  Kim did an excellent job of moving Kiwi through a search pattern, 
although it became clear how difficult it can be when there are several dark rooms and hallways 
that all look the same.  Kiwi scented the subject through a hole in the plaster wall, where the 
subject was hiding on the other side! 
 
Linda moved the subject to a different spot, and then Watson and I went next.  I managed to 
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search two rooms in my left-hand pattern before Watson took off into the warehouse way to my 
right.  I really don’t know if Watson actually caught scent of the subject or if he didn’t like my 
slow pattern, but he found the subject behind some cardboard out in the warehouse.  Air cur-
rents in buildings can be weird! 
 
This was really demonstrated with the next dog, Yoki.  For the newer dogs, we did runaways 
with the subject running down a dark hall and ducking into a room.  I was the subject for Yoki 
and she ran past me four times without seeing me.  It was obvious she was using her nose, but 
my scent was being carried up and away from me. 
 
All the dogs did great and had fun.  And finally, we got to work with Barb’s yellow Lab puppy 
Raffey, who is starting training as a disaster or collapsed structures search dog. 
 
K9 teams attending were Ann Finley with Jessie, Kim Juda with Kiwi, Linda Kearney with 
Cayenne, Tom Kearney with Ginger and Midge, Ann Moser with Watson, and Jamie Simpson 
with Yoki.  Thanks again to Barb Clark for hosting us! 
 

IMSARU TRAINING COMMITTEE FOR 2011 
 
Everyone seems to agree that training is the heart of our unit; most members who have been 
around for a while will admit that our training program is more effective some years than oth-
ers.  When George Gunn was elected President for this year, one of his major goals was to ex-
pand the training committee to better represent the variety of skills and specialties within IM-
SARU, and encourage coordinated training by the various teams. 
 
The training committee met on January 26 to discuss goals and how to approach them; they will 
meet again on February 10.  In the meantime, Training Director Owen Miller has distributed 
text to open the debate on required topics, basic content for training sessions, evaluation proce-
dures, record keeping, etc.  Some of this material is already in our policies and procedures; 
some is new. 
 
In addition to Owen, who will chair the committee, members are Dan Scovel (Tracking Team 
and business background), Ron Moomey (experienced in developing training plans during 20 
years in the fire service), Bob Meredith (Technical Director and longtime member, who has 
shepherded us through the MRA re-accreditation process multiple times), Linda Kearney (K9 
Team), Mike Johnson (Assistant Training Director), Charlotte Gunn (representing IMSARU’s 
institutional history and broad experience in education), and Francisco Castellon (Medical Di-
rector).  
 

THANK YOU!  THANK YOU!  THANK YOU! 
We are grateful to the following for cash donations: 
 Diane Fields 
Steven Fields 
A. Marie Scovel 
Lee and Al McGlinsky 
W. R. Bulota 
HP Employees and the HP Foundation 
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CALENDAR 
 
Feb. 8  SAR Training – Winter Survival and Snow Shelters   7:30 p.m. 
  Instructor – Bob Meredith 
 
Feb. 9  Tracker Training – at the Compound     6:30 p.m. 
 
Feb. 10 Training Committee       7:00 p.m. 
 
Feb. 12-13 SAR Field Training – Snow Shelters    Time & Place TBA 
 
Feb. 15 Medical Training – First Aid Kits Show-and-Tell   7:30 p.m. 
 
Feb. 20 K9 Team Training – Contact Ann Finley at 336-1485 
 
Feb. 22 Business Meeting       7:30 p.m. 
 
Feb. 24 Tracker Training – at the Compound     6:30 p.m. 
 
Mar. 1  General Meeting and Training – Building Search   7:30 p.m. 
  Instructor – Mark Westerdoll, Boise Fire Department 
 
Mar. 6  K9 Team Training – Contact Linda Kearney at 321-1175 
 
Mar. 8  SAR Training – Multi Agency/Multi Skill Management  7:30 p.m. 
  Instructors – K9 Team 
 
Mar. 12-13 Mock Mission       Time & Place TBA 
 
Mar. 15 Medical Training       7:30 p.m. 
 
Mar. 19 Tracker Training & Planning Session     10 a.m. 
  Contact George or Charlotte Gunn at 378-7787 
 
Mar. 20 K9 Team Training – Contact Kim Juda at 866-3150 
 
Mar. 22 Business Meeting       7:30 p.m. 
 
Mar. 29 Quarterly Board Meeting      7:00 p.m. 
 
Apr. 3  K9 Team Training – Contact Jamie Simpson at 384-1193 
 
Apr. 5  Medical Preparation for Race to Robie Creek   7:30 p.m. 
  Instructors – Francisco Castellon and Carl Kidwell 
 
Apr. 11 K9 Handlers’ Quarterly Meeting at the Compound   7:00 p.m. 
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CHRISTMAS PARTY AND AWARDS – DECEMBER 11, 2010 
--CHARLOTTE GUNN 

 
Bill and Marty Lindenau again decorated and set up their house for our annual party, and we 
again thoroughly enjoyed their hospitality.  We talked and laughed and stuffed ourselves on the 
great array of potluck food.  Diane and I offer our thanks to the [anonymous] members who 
gave us suggestions for the humorous awards, and we ended the program with serious awards. 
 
President Jerry Newland presented certificates to five-year members Danny Cone, Carl 
Kidwell, Ross Mackintosh and Jennifer Newland; and to ten-year members Brad Acker, Dan 
Scovel and Martha Vandivort.  He also presented an engraved clock to Everett Wood for his 
forty-five years of service. 
 
Newly-qualified Search Technicians and Rescue Specialists received their patches. 
Randy Jordan and David Oren received mugs fitted out as miniature tool bags, in appreciation 
for their work in spearheading the Corn Booth repairs. 
Gregg Rettschlag and Rebecca Shaver received MRA mugs as “Rookies of the Year” for the 
quantity and quality of their involvement during their first full years as members. 
 
Engraved water bottles went to: 
Michael Johnson for his wide involvement in missions, training and projects. 
Michael Mancuso for his two years’ work as Facilities Manager, keeping the Compound in 
order for its many activities, as well as his participation in other events. 
Diane Mathews for four consecutive years of scheduling Corn Booth workers, as well as the 
special entertainment of humorous awards over many years. 
Ann Moser for her multiple contributions, including missions, professional approach to canine 
training and use, clear and timely records as secretary. 
Jimmy Yorgensen for enthusiastic and mature participation on missions, at training, in track-
ing, and on just about every IMSARU project that happens. 
 
Personalized fleece vests went to: 
Danny Cone – For his work on the unit vehicles (keeping the old ones running and being in-
strumental in getting the new one), response on missions, and enthusiastic help on every pro-
ject. 
 
John Ferguson – For handling our website and unit listers, devising a method to transpose 
pager messages to individuals’ cellphones, dependable response to missions and trainings, and 
being part of our MRA re-accreditation team. 
 
Charlotte Gunn – For background work that includes assisting the Treasurer, handling paper-
work such as state reports and thanks to donors, preparations and details of the Corn Booth, re-
sponse to missions and work on training, and publishing the newsletter. 
 
George Gunn – For his efforts to keep the unit on track with its mission, obtaining and con-
structing equipment, leading our Strategic Planning sessions, response on missions, devotion to 
training, and work with the media. 
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Rod Knopp – For his long hours and extensive experience in coordinating with law enforce-
ment agencies and other resources on missions, caring for and updating our radios, keeping us 
in touch with what is happening throughout the state, representing us at state and national meet-
ings. 
 
Bob Meredith – For fifteen years as our Technical Director, including a serious and organized 
training program, for projects such as the garage loft, and for leading us through another suc-
cessful MRA re-accreditation year. 
 
Phil O’Bryan – For seven years as Treasurer, not only using his professional expertise but also 
presenting financial information to the unit in understandable form and guiding us to appropri-
ate decisions. 
 
“The Rock” is our highest award and is not always presented.  This year it went to Jerry 
Newland as he retires after seven years as President.  Jerry has spearheaded multiple projects, 
for fundraising (selling surplus property and recycling cellphones) and for mission readiness 
(building a Command Post trailer).  He has added serious training to our “General” meetings 
and has continued to respond to multiple missions each year, often as O.L., as well as contribut-
ing his medical and SAR expertise to training. 

 
 

DON’T GET DROPPED! 
 
According to IMSARU policy, if you have not paid your 2011 dues by the first meeting in April 
(the 5th of April this year), you will be dropped from our membership rolls, including any email 
listers, phone lists, etc.  We don’t like to lose members, but dues are an annual requirement.  If 
you can’t remember whether you have paid and your checkbook doesn’t tell you, check with 
Charlotte before the deadline.  Do not expect another reminder before April 5. 
 
 

WHAT ELSE HAPPENS EVERY APRIL? 
ANSWER:  THE RACE TO ROBIE CREEK 

 
This year’s race is on April 16.  Our involvement includes the following: 
April 5 – Medical Training for likely problems – Francisco Castellon and Carl Kidwell 
April 12 – Pack equipment and Briefing on procedures – Jerry Newland 
April 15 – Set up our station at finish line in the early evening. 
April 16 – The Race to Robie Creek 
 
We need 20-25 volunteers for multiple tasks, including first aid, communications and whatever 
else needs to be done.  Mark these dates on your calendar today. 
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TRACKER NEWS 
 
The dark cold months of winter can be discouraging for outdoor training; it’s no fun to lay prac-
tice tracks over hard frozen ground and then find them covered with snow when the team shows 
up.  However, our trackers have continued to train together about every two weeks.  Some ses-
sions are classroom lessons on modules from Joel Hardin’s training manual; some are out in 
whatever weather happens.  In January, Lori Thompson quizzed us on tracking vocabulary.  
Two weeks later, George and Charlotte Gunn set up a session that used footprint drawings, foil 
impressions, and a variety of real footwear—to be described and matched. 
 
All these training sessions are open to all members.  Beginners get coached in novice activities 
and more experienced team members get challenged.  Listen for announcements at meetings; 
check the unit calendar; join us for learning and fun. 
 

 
 
 

THANK YOU!  THANK YOU!  THANK YOU! 
Dave Scott at Gentry Ford of Ontario donated running boards for our new truck so that we ver-
tically-challenged members can get into it without a ladder. 
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Many thanks to The Grainger Foundation of Lake Forest, Illinois.  Patie Gossard, Branch 
Manager of W.W. Grainger, Inc.’s Boise location, nominated us for a generous grant that 
we are using to outfit our new pickup for search-and-rescue service, and presented the 
check at a December meeting.      —Photo by C. Gunn 


